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Little
Tokyo
Turns 130
Historical society looks to protect
the downtown neighborhood
and share its story with the world.

Little Tokyo Historical Society presented “Making Los Angeles Home:
From Little Berlin to Little Bronze Tokyo” at Far East Café last October.
Photo courtesy of Little Tokyo Historical Society
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n the late 1800s, Japanese immigrants began
to trickle into Los Angeles, eventually forming
their own neighborhood — Little Tokyo.
Community members have stood by the area through
good times and bad, including internment during
World War II, blight and economic depression. Little
Tokyo Historical Society members are optimistic
about the future of the neighborhood and have
planned a year’s worth of events that are meant to
celebrate its 130 years of existence, while educating
people — of Japanese and non-Japanese descent —
who are unaware of its history.

More than 40 Little Tokyo-esque enclaves of Japanese Americans once existed in California, according to Little Tokyo
Historical Society member and Little Tokyo resident Steve
Nagano, but today, only three remain. That is a big part of the
reason that people involved in the historical society are so passionate about their work — they don’t want to see the neighborhood they love lose what makes it special.

Rich history
A number of reference books cite 1884, when Japanese
immigrants began to congregate in a small area in the heart
of downtown Los Angeles, as the beginning of Little Tokyo.
Nearby railroad work, which had been dominated by Chinese
immigrants, began to attract more and more Japanese to the
area following the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. At the beginning of the 20th century, Japan was experiencing rapid modernization and its victories in the Sino-Japanese War and the
Russo-Japanese War made it a major player on the international
stage. The world opened up to its citizens, leading many young
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The Little Tokyo Historical Society set up a table at Little Tokyo Live, held
at the Japanese American Cultural & Community Center last September.
Photo courtesy of Little Tokyo Historical Society

men who found they didn’t have a future in their homeland to
leave, often for the islands of Hawaii and the West Coast of the
United States. Initially, San Francisco became a hub of Japanese immigration, but the earthquake of 1906 caused many of
those immigrants to travel south, to Los Angeles.

“We’ve contributed to this community
and to this society and we have a place
that says ‘we belong.’ —Bill Watanabe

”

“Many of these men thought they were going to strike it rich
out here and then return home, like many immigrants,” said
Little Tokyo Historical Society President Michael Okamura.
But ultimately, many decided it was in their best interests to
settle down and make lives for themselves in the United States.
With the Gentleman’s Agreement of 1907, which would stop
emigration from Japan to the United States, on the horizon,

Crowds gather on East 1st Street and Central Avenue in 1935 to await a visit by Prince Takamatsu of Japan.
Photo courtesy of Alan Miyatake, Toyo Miyatake Studio

Japanese women flooded into the country while they still could,
often as part of the “picture bride” phenomenon, in which
matchmakers in Japan would arrange marriages between Japanese immigrant men living in the United States and Japanese
women. Many times, a photograph was the only information
the groom had about his bride before meeting her.
The union of Okamura’s great-grandparents on his mother’s
side was the product of such matchmaking — though his greatgrandfather hadn’t even seen a photo of his wife-to-be before
they first met and married.
Little Tokyo made it possible for these immigrants, who
were not accepted by much of American society, to establish
their own newspapers, medical clinics and restaurants and it
provided them with a place to find goods imported from Japan
that could not be found elsewhere.
“It wasn’t like nowadays when you can find Japanese food
in the regular market,” said Patty Nagano, treasurer of the Little
Tokyo Historical Society and wife of Steve Nagano.

Internment
According to Okamura, Little Tokyo was a vibrant hub of
Japanese culture through the 1930s and into the ’40s. But in
1942, following the attack on Pearl Harbor, about 120,000
people of Japanese ancestry living on the West Coast, the vast
Continued on next page
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Schedule
of events

• Apr. 5: Little Tokyo Historical Society benefit dance
• April 25 to May 4: Taste of Little Tokyo
• April 29: Reception to award winners of “Imagine Little
Tokyo” short story contest
• May 3: Godzilla Film Festival
• May 24: Little Tokyo Historical Society presents “Little Tokyo:
130 Years Celebrating Then and Now” at the Central Library
branch of the Los Angeles Public Library, 630 W. 5th St.
• May 31 and June 1: Community photo collection weekend
• June 7: Little Tokyo Historical Society presents “Little Tokyo:
130 Years of Struggle and the Greatest Challenge is Yet to
Come!” at the Central Library.
• Oct. 11: Japanese Obake ghost stories and folklores
at the Little Tokyo branch of the Los Angeles Public Library,
located at 203 S. Los Angeles St.
Learn more about these and other events at littletokyohs.org.
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majority of whom were born in the United States, were forcibly
removed from their homes and incarcerated at camps in remote
parts of the country’s interior until their release in 1945.
Today, following reparations paid to people who were
interned and to their descendants, and legislation in which the
U.S. government formally apologized to those affected, the
internment is regarded as one of the most shameful periods of
American history. Perhaps for that reason, it’s an event that
isn’t often addressed in mainstream American culture. But it’s
still very fresh in the minds of those who care about the past,
and the future, of Little Tokyo.
“I think what I wonder, had there not been the Japanese
Americans moved, incarcerated in these camps...what might
have happened to this community? Because people wouldn’t
have left Little Tokyo,” said Patty Nagano, whose parents, as
well as her husband’s parents, were among those sent to internment camps.
One result of the internment is that many Japanese Americans lost touch with their roots, and though, according to Steve
Nagano, most any Japanese American family that has been in
the area for at least three or four generations has roots to Little
Tokyo, many of them don’t know it.
“The camps created a dispersion and a connection,” he said.
“I think so many people do have a tie to Little Tokyo, but unfortunately, the history sometimes gets blurred.”
Little Tokyo took on different characteristics during the internment, becoming Bronzeville, a home for African-American
migrant workers, until Japanese residents and business owners
retuned in 1945.
“That transition, to reestablish Little Tokyo and to shut
down Bronzevillle, I can’t imagine,” Okamura said. “I’d love to
learn more about that transition period.”
Little Tokyo residents worked hard to once again build up
the vibrant society they had enjoyed before the war, but during the next few decades, the area fell into urban blight. Some
developers stepped in to improve the area, but by that time,
many people had left Little Tokyo and settled down elsewhere,
causing the neighborhood to become, in Okamura’s words, “a
shell of its former self.”
By the 1980s, the Japanese economy was on a roll and
Japanese corporations started coming out to the West Coast

Don’t let history disappear.
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More than 40 Little Tokyo-esque enclaves
of Japanese Americans once existed
in the United States. Just three remain.
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Little Tokyo Historical Society supporters gather for the 130th
anniversary celebration kickoff at the 2014 Shinnenkai New Year’s
Luncheon in February.
Photo courtesy of Little Tokyo Historical Society

to use it as a test market, often establishing their American
headquarters in areas where there were Japanese communities, including Little Tokyo. The corporations formed plans to
develop Little Tokyo with office buildings and hotels. But the
Japanese economic bubble burst in the late ’80s and early ’90s,
causing those plans to be shelved. During this time, according
to Okamura, the Japanese business people largely left the area,
and restaurants, bars and stores in Little Tokyo saw a steep drop
in sales, causing many of them to close.
“So the area was not a place to go anymore. The neighborhood was kind of run down,” Okamura said. “People felt it
wasn’t safe any longer because there were panhandlers walking
around the neighborhood.”
Little Tokyo was declared a National Historic Landmark
District in 1995 and by the late ’90s and early 2000s, local
developers began looking at Little Tokyo as an area that could
play host to more office buildings, hotels and housing, including high-end apartments and condominiums. This, according
to Okamura, combined with volunteer efforts to make Little Tokyo safer and more welcoming, has stabilized it and once again
made it a popular destination.
“Little Tokyo has become a very thriving area once again,”
said Bill Watanabe, the founder and first president of the Little
Tokyo Historical Society. “But that poses a certain threat. We
want to try to balance accommodating the new changes, but at

History
of the Group
The Little Tokyo Historical Society
grew out of its founder’s love
for the area and desire to preserve it.
The mission of the Little Tokyo History Society is to
preserve and share the history of Little Tokyo. That mission
would not be possible without dedicated supporters,
including the group’s past and current presidents.

Man on a mission

the same time, keeping the historic pieces that are irreplaceable
and add to the flavor of a very interesting neighborhood.”
Watanabe, who said his first memories of Little Tokyo
involve shopping there with his parents around 1950, when he
was 5 or 6 years old, said many people assume Asian Americans have immigrated very recently. They’re often shocked to
learn that Little Tokyo is more than a century old.
“Many people are quite surprised,” Watanabe said. “They
realize, ‘Gosh, the Japanese American community has been
here, maybe, longer than (my) family has been.’ ”
It is that revelation, and the many other facts and stories
that form the history of Little Tokyo, that the historical society
hopes to share and celebrate during their year-long 130th anniversary celebration.
“We would like to let people know that our community,
much like Chinatown, has been a part of the social fabric of Los
Angeles for over a century,” said Watanabe. “We’ve contributed to this community and to this society and we have a place
that says ‘we belong.’”
For more information about the Little Tokyo Historical Society and its 130th anniversary celebration, visit littletokyohs.org.
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Bill Watanabe has been working in Little Tokyo for about
30 years. Watanabe wanted to preserve Little Tokyo’s history and tell its story. That, and his observation that though
there were local organizations that focused on Japanese
American history, there were none that focused specifically
on Little Tokyo, led him to found the Little Tokyo Historical
Society in 2006.
Watanabe received support in this endeavor from
numerous people, including many he developed relationships with during his time as executive director of the Little
Tokyo Service Center, a group involved with economic
development in the area.
Watanabe said a few of the organization’s initiatives that
he’s most proud of are an award-winning film called “Lil
Tokyo Reporter,” released in 2012, and a short story contest,
called Imagine Little Tokyo, in which writers must use Little
Tokyo as part of their story.

Passionate successor
In 2009, the Little Tokyo Historical Society held a community photo sharing day at the Japanese American
National Museum, in Little Tokyo. The purpose of the event
was to encourage people to find old photos of the area
and share them with the historical society, which could
then preserve them and make them available to others.
Michael Okamura, who began his banking career in
Little Tokyo in the 1980s, attended the photo sharing
event. He brought family photos, in particular, photos of his
fraternal grandparents, who met in Little Tokyo in the early
1920s and married there in 1927.
While at the event, Okamura expressed his interest in
volunteering for the historical society. He was asked to contribute to a book the organization was writing, and he did
just that, helping to write a chapter of “Los Angeles’s Little
Tokyo,” published in 2010 as part of Arcadia Publishing’s
Images of America series.
“Ever since then, I became very active, because I’m passionate about my family roots,” said Okamura, who first
became president of the organization in 2012 and began
his second term this year. —Erin Rowley
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